Tour Highlights: Culture combined with gastronomy - visit to the biggest Macedonian wine region, Tikvesh
and unique chance to taste some of the best Macedonian wines during the wine tasting tour.

7 hours

Including visit to Stobi ancient site and the Museum of wine
Already in Skopje, but you want to see more!

Tour Code 109

.

Did you now that Macedonia is in the C3 area of the оenological map?
Other regions include Mediterranean France, Corsica, Southern Italy and Spain.
Region ideal for viticultivation of the best quality RED grapes!
Adding sugar is prohibited!
Because of smooth climate and plenty of sunny days, grapes and wine producing is traditional occupation for
the locals ever since ancient times. High quality grape types such as Sauvignon, Vranec, and Merlot are just a
part of the unique taste of Macedonian wines.
Another famous Macedonian brand named “Rakija” (a fiery brandy) is produced in this region.
.

Have you tasted famous Macedonian wines at local winery ?
Start with private transfer in a morning to visit the biggest ancient site in Macedonia - Stobi,
dating from 1st century AC. Well preserved mosaics surrounded by remains of Roman palaces are “must see” of
this site. It is time now to visit another interesting spot in Tikvesh area - the Museum of Wine, a small but very
interesting exhibition of items connected with wine and wine production.
Finally, you will be invited to have a tour at the local winery, before you will be offered to taste famous
Macedonian wines. Certainly, a traditional dinner will be served at the local winery.
Drive back to Skopje in the evening
Some of the things you will see, visit and taste:
Stobi ancient site (inside - aprox 45 min walking on open space)
The Museum of Wine, a local winery in Tikvesh wine region
Dinner at the local winery + Wine tasting of 4 kind of wines during the dinner

What is included
- Private transportation with air conditioned car or van according the itinerary;
- Services of an English speaking tour guide (for parties 2-3 pax, guide will be a driver as well) for full day;
- Visits inside: Stobi ancient site and the Museum of wine, including entrance fees;
- 1 x winery tour
- 1 x dinner with wine tasting at the local winery
- “Visit Macedonia” organization.
Not included:
- refreshments during the tour;
- Guide on other language than English - supplement may apply.
Departure date: you will choose Departure point: any location in Skopje
Departure time: We recommend this tour to be operated in the afternoon, so advised time is 14:00

IMPORTANT NOTES:
Pre and post tour accommodation in Skopje on your own. Booking deadline is 72 hours before departure.
Similar to this tour is offered as a tour with scheduled departure dates and fixed price.
For more information about this tour or tailor made tour according your requirements, contact us on
booking@visitmacedonia.mk

